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next-the study, and Dud suffering a strong revulsion against
the whole place instinctively turned to the front door.
"I'd sooner go outside if it's the same to you," he muttered,
"I like the open air."
The impression he got from the atmosphere of the night,
when he returned across the little garden, was hardly distinguish-
able from what he had felt that afternoon about the quality
of the day. No stars were visible, no moon was visible. The
wind had dropped, and all was dark and hushed. Once more
Dud received an impression as of something emerging into
premature birth in the warm moist air. He was anything but
pleased to see the figure of Uryen awaiting him outside the
door. He had already endured much more of human society
that night than suited his temper, and though he felt interested
in Uryen, and even faintly drawn to him, what he wanted at
this particular moment was only to get Wizzie away from
them all and have her in bed, safe by his side, under the water-
lily picture.
"Now we're out here," said Uryen, as soon as they were
together, "come a step this way, will you? I want to show you
something."
Dud cursed him in his heart; but, as was his wont with
annoying people, he did what he was asked to do, while at the
same time he made a rapid tour of his own mental fortress,
pulling down portcullises, raising drawbridges, and finally
retreating to his inmost keep, where he shut himself in.
Uryen led him to a small barn that had a loft above it, reached
by a narrow flight of stone steps.
"That's Wye's," the man remarked, pointing to the main
entrance to the barn. "We're above and he's below. That's
one of his grievances that the landlord didn't let him have the
whole affair."
It was so dark that Dud had considerable difficulty in feeling
for the steps up which the dusky figure of his guide now mounted
with the easy assurance of a great furtive tom-cat. When he
reached the top he found Mr. Quirm already in the interior of
the place which smelt strongly of rotten apples.
The man was busy striking match after match as he tried to
light a stable-lantern—containing a burnt-down candle-end—
which hung from a hook.
Dud, who tried to help him, succeeded in extricating the

